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Challenge
• Marine domain is an active community with thousands of organisations
collecting, managing, and analysing large amounts of data for many
different uses.
• A market study of EMODnet estimated that only in Europe already 1.4
Billion Euro per year is spent on data collection (1.0 Billion for in-situ and
0.4 Billion for remote sensing)
• Providing harmonized discovery and access to these multidisciplinary
and aggregated data sets and integrating analytical frameworks will
support getting a better understanding of the ocean system and
serving better the large array of existing and potential applications and
their users.
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Leading concept
Added-value services
and applications
VRE – Cloud Platform
Downstream
Services

• Developing and deploying a cloud platform
with a Virtual Research Environment (VRE)
with an array of services for configuring
Virtual Labs for specific analytical workflows,
use cases and demonstrators
• Applying common standards and
interoperability solutions for providing
harmonized data and metadata

Standards
OGC, ISO, W3C
& Vocabularies
Upstream
Services

Discovery and access
to datasets from many
sources

• Developing and deploying harmonised
discovery and access to a series of
established European marine data
management and processing infrastructures,
that are dealing with major marine and ocean
data collections, related data centres, and
their data providers
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Open Science Requirements
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Support collaborative research and experimentation
Implement Reproducibility-Repeatability-Reusability of Science
Allow sharing of data, processes and findings
Grant open access to the produced scientific knowledge
Tackle Big Data challenges
Sustainability: low operational costs, low maintenance prices
Manage heterogeneous data/processes access policies
Meet industrial processes requirements
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The mission
Blue-Cloud aims to pilot a cyber platform bringing together and
providing access to:
1. multidisciplinary data from observations and models,
2. analytical tools,
3. computing facilities,

all combined essential to support research to better
understand and manage the many aspects of ocean
sustainability
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Piloting an EOSC ”thematic cloud”
• Blue-Cloud services will complement
EOSC base services and provide blue
functionalities which will make the
European Open Science Cloud more
attractive and fit for purpose of the blue
community
• The requirements and perspectives of
the blue thematic community will be
leading
• It will build a reference model for other
“thematic clouds”
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Main aims
• To develop the pilot Blue-Cloud platform with multidisciplinary
data from observations and models, analytical tools, and
computing facilities
• To elaborate five use case demonstrators:
• to derive requirements and specifications for the Pilot Blue Cloud
platform development
• to demonstrate the potential of cloud-based open science in the
marine community
• to serve as a catalyst for wider community engagement, identifying
longer term challenges, and planning future developments from pilot
to a full-scale Blue-Cloud infrastructure.
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Specific Objectives
• Specify, design, develop and operate the Pilot Blue Cloud
platform
• Develop a set of Blue Cloud Services deployed through marine
Demonstrators
• Promote open science and adoption of Blue Cloud services &
resources and produce best practices
• Contribute to the G7 Future of the Oceans Initiative
• Liaise with the Food Cloud Demonstrator initiative
• Deliver an effective, policy oriented Blue Cloud Roadmap and
sustainability strategy
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Blue-Cloud project
•

•
•
•
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Blue-Cloud federation of major
infrastructures

Blue Data infrastructures

E-infrastructures
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Technical framework
• The technical framework will feature:
• a component to serve federated discovery and access to the
blue data infrastructures and their multi-disciplinary data from
observations, in-situ and remote sensing, data products and
outputs of numerical models
• a component to serve as Blue Cloud Virtual Research
Environment (VRE) by a federation of computing platforms
and analytical services; this will include Virtual Labs for each of
the use case Demonstrators
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Federation per component
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• Will interact with the Blue-Cloud data discovery
and access service
• Will federate computing platforms and algorithms
• Will interact with external systems
• Exposing all repositories, algorithms, and
computing platforms as a common unified
space of resources
• To serve diverse communities of researchers
• Via the provision of tailored services and
sharing tools
• Made accessible through a flexible, web-based
and on-demand environments called VRE
• With Virtual Labs for each Demonstrator

Blue-Cloud
components

Blue-Cloud Virtual Research
Environment
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Tuning, testing and promoting with
five demonstrators
Zoo- and Phytoplankton EOV products
Plankton Genomics
Marine Environmental Indicators
Fish, a matter of scales
Aquaculture Monitor
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Function of Demonstrators
• Demonstrate how the Services developed contribute to
unlocking innovation potential
• Promoting Blue economy
• Interdisciplinarity
• Optimization of scientific workflow and time

• Identify the scientific communities requirements
•
•
•
•

Storage (repositories, warehouses, …)
Multidisciplinary data access and harmonisation
Analytical processes
Computing requirements
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The project
structure
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Major focus and efforts for promotion,
dissemination and sustainability
• Producing the Blue Cloud Strategic Roadmap 2030 for the long-term, strategic
development of the Blue Cloud & Blue Cloud Framework as a model for other thematic
clouds and to ensure long-term EU funding opportunities
• Key components: Evolution of the Blue Cloud to 2030, with market trends, the
technology future path and the requirements and expectations of Blue users
• Process: Extensive consultation with relevant stakeholders to co-design a
community-oriented Roadmap, with a variety of tools e.g. open online consultations,
targeted interviews, open feedback sessions + Blue Cloud Roadmap workshops (B2B
with Blue Cloud workshops), and Expert Foresight Group (EFG)
• Including dialogue and clustering with related projects and initiatives, in Europe and
beyond
• and analysing sustainability options with partners and external parties, based upon
achievements in the pilot and scientific and technical promises of future expansion
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Synergy with EuroSea project
• EuroSea will design, set up and govern new observational
networks and collect new observation data sets
• So arrange and deploy proper data management:
• Populating new data streams in CMEMS-INSTAC
• Ingesting longer time series in NODCs for further validation and
inclusion in SeaDataNet
• This way all data will become available for the Blue-Cloud, EOSC and
EMODnet

• Maintain regular dialogue between EuroSea and Blue-Cloud
• Explore and implement interaction between the Blue-Cloud
platform with its services and data resources and interact with
EuroSea demonstrators
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ANY QUESTIONS?

https://blue-cloud.org
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